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European Committee for Road Safety  
in the Armed Forces 

Minutes of the Congress 2005 in Lillehammer and Oslo (Norway) 
 
Date: 15th till 17th September 2005 
Place: MØLLA HOTELL in Lillehammer 
 Hotel Clarion Royal Christiania in Oslo 
Participants: Denmark, Germany, Great Britain, Netherlands, Norway, Sweden, Switzerland,  Czech 

Republic, Hungary 
Number of participants: 24 persons 
Subjects of the congress: 1. "Safe Guarding of Cargo" and "Transport of dangerous goods" 
 2. Finances 
 3. Aims and prospects 
 4. Place, time and subject of the Congress in 2006 
Management of the Congress: Norwegian Army 
 Trygg Trafikk 
Languages: German, English  
 No simultaneous translation. A short-dated translator made it during the Congress. 
 
 
Welcome words of the President 
 
The President commented the problematic of the two subjects of the Congress. He is full of praise for the program which is 
compiled by the host nation. Two important points within ECRAF are the good contacts and the change of ideas. He is 
anticipating for the reports of the participants. Many thank goes also the translator for her spontaneous insert. The primary 
translators have had an accident last night. One of them is killed, the other is badly hurt. We have to send out a condolence 
letter after the Congress. The survey about the host nation from 2006 is happened. Discussion and decision will follow on 
Saturday. 
 
 
1. Safe guarding of cargo an transport of dangerous goods 
 
Some participants have had a report about the subjects. These reports will be summarised on a CD Rom. The main points of 
these reports are written down here.  
 
Germany 
A reorganisation of road safety work in the Army in 2004 is happened. After the participation at the last Congress 2004 in 
Holland, Germany used the necessary objections and suggestions to establish a "Working group Road Safety in the Army". 
Statistics (sinking numbers of injuries) prove the high quality of training methods. Apart from a sounded training, military 
drivers have the possibility to pass a driving training in a civilian driving centre (at the expenses of the Army - annually 
around 6'000 soldiers). 
 
Transport of dangerous goods: In team work with civilian authorities, the Army guarantee a legal compliant transport of 
dangerous goods, the safety of drivers and the protection of environment and life. Basic is the international major agreement 
ADR. The conversion is following by the statutory order about national and cross-border transport of dangerous goods on 
road and railroad as well as appendant military guidelines. Training is subject to the guidelines of the German Industry and 
Chamber of Commerce (DIHK). The Army implement the training on basic of this civilian and other special  military guide-
lines. After the participation at the training concerned dangerous goods, soldiers get an ADR-certification (duration of validity 
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is 5 years). Training takes place in 65 proved training centres of the Army. Instructors need special qualifications. Spot check 
of vehicles only by military police. No accidents in last three years. 
 
Safe Guarding of cargo: In Germany, laws, statutory orders and guidelines appoint the frame, in which the safe guarding of 
cargo has to be made. No exceptions for the Army. Make attention to the following basics: We have to train the personal in 
accordance with the instructions and we have to equip vehicles with the right material for safe guarding of cargo. Neverthe-
less, accidents can happen and the main reason is negligence. Forwarder, holder, driver and also the sender are responsi-
ble for safe guarding of cargo. In the area of transport of dangerous goods, the responsibilities for all involved persons are 
essentially more extensive. In basic training, military drivers get a short training in theme of safe guarding of cargo. The 
practical training takes place by the troop. Unit commanders are responsible for the schooling. They have to be trained in a 
seminar. Target is to attain the capability, to utilise measures for safe guarding of cargo and to pass on the knowledge to the 
subordinated personal. The Army plans the constitution and training of "Responsible persons for Safe Guarding of 
Cargo BPL. Officers, non-commissioned officers and also civilian personal are supposed for that. The idea is it to train in 
minimum one BPL and one representative. 
 
The kit for safe guarding of cargo is subdivided in 4 vehicle categories: 1. Trucks (also change-lade-systems). 2. Small 
trucks and transporters. 3. Motor cars. 4. Containers. For safe guarding of cargo in trucks, Germany use since 25 years, 
limitation frames, two different lashing straps and net. In future Germany has to bank on pallet constructions with anti-slide-
mats (with a high fibre density) and new lashing straps (green). For the change-lade-system, Germany will utilise still the old 
means. In case of heavy transport, the freight will be backed with lashing chains. In future, also heavy-load- straps are a 
possibility. Germany has no equipment for safe guarding of cargo in small trucks. They have to correct this grievance. The 
freight in containers is backed by wooden wedges. Target of the Army is it in addition with corrections in the area of safe 
guarding of cargo, to intensify the training in the area of road safety, to engage more personal and to obtain new backup 
material for designated vehicles.  
 
United Kingdom 
 
United Kingdom rested totally on guidelines of ADR. The transport of dangerous goods and the rules for usage of transport-
able backup means is anchored in law. The policy for the transport of dangerous goods is beginning with the provisions on 
labor of the Permanent Secretary of Defence. The MOD manages the transport of dangerous goods with help of the Com-
mittee for defence, environment and safety. Each department dispose about own safety divisions. The transport of danger-
ous goods is a part of defence. Namely it's the committee for storage and transport of explosive material. This part is histori-
cal. There was a time, in which only explosive material was declared. 
 
The working area "protection and transport of dangerous goods" is integrated inside of the department of transport policy. 
The terms of reference are: 1. Contact to other state departments. 2. Monitoring of legislation and policy. 3. To comment the 
advisory documents and their sway to the MOD. 4. Monitoring of training concerned dangerous goods. 5. To institute an 
information centre. 6. Establishment of political basics.  
 
ADR requested, that drivers get the following three types of training: Safety training (whole personnel of all levels), con-
sciousness training (formal = labelling/storage and an intern, practical training), functional specific training (formal = supply 
and motion actions, logistic, intern, practical training).  
 
There exist special provision for the transport of ammunition and explosives. When ever you want to transport this goods on 
road or railroad, an "authorised representative" has to be on the ground. His job is it to guarantee, that freight is loaded in 
accordance with legislation. MOD compensate the harbours of United Kingdom in case of see transport, if military explosives 
are transported. In consideration of the special circumstances, a government authorised explosives representative (GAER) 
has to be on the ground. He has to monitoring the load up and offload affairs. Gear's got a bonded training. Their action 
underlies special controls.   
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Military has to be able, to operate worldwide. The members of the Army have to be trained in dealing with all types of 
transport. A special training of the "senders" is also important. The have to be exercised with completely all regulatory 
statutes. The focal point of working area "protection and transport of dangerous goods" is monitoring and reporting respec-
tively the observance of the regulation concerned dangerous goods. Monitoring means: 1. Emphasis of legislation concerned 
transportation. 2. To destine a reasonable training / competences / proceedings. 3. Annual report with trends, progress and 
recommendations. There are existing three training centres in United Kingdom. Duration of course is two weeks. Each 
training unit has to be visited. Otherwise drivers don't get the attestation.  
 
Netherlands 
Use and transport of dangerous goods has taking his place in our society. In practice 25% of all transports are transports of 
dangerous goods. The geographical situation of Netherlands inside of Europe makes them to transit centre. This means also 
a number of problems. The regulations concerned the different types of transport are linked insufficient. For example: ADR 
regulations. There is a difference to the IATA regulations concerned the transport of mixed goods. The Netherlands infra-
structure is strong interacted. Heavy transports are not only the reason for massive traffic congestions, they are also reason 
for finance problems. Amends due to traffic congestions are annually 492 millions Euro (4% more than 2004). 
 
Target is it, to displace the rising tendency of transport desires on other transport means. The following types of transport are 
important for the Dutch Army: Road transport (military exercises in Poland and France); Air transport (military operations in 
Iraq and Afghanistan); Sea transport (military exercises in Norway). Till today, the number of accidents with dangerous 
goods is really small. However, we have to consider, that accidents can happen anytime and anywhere. Accident analysis 
included different departments and information centres. Some of them are: the national police with support of specialists, 
inspectors of ministry of transport and public relations and the Netherlands Safety Board.  
 
The international legislations and regulations concerned transport of dangerous goods are valid since many years. Examples 
are: ADR, IMDG, IATA. However, all this regulations are not to align with each other. The guidelines are integrated in Dutch 
legislation. Namely this are results of actions, decrees and regulations like: proceeding by transport of dangerous sub-
stances (WVGS), proceeding by sea transport (Schepenwet = SW), proceeding by air transport (Luchtvaarwet = LVW). 
Beside of this regulations, there are existing intern instructions, with different and / or subsidiary regulations during the 
transport of dangerous goods inside of the Netherlands territory or inside of military compounds. The MOD formulated this 
instruction. Examples for that are: 1. Tunnel systems (there are existing two types of tunnels systems in which the transport 
of dangerous goods is allowed; conditions are depending from character and quantity of goods). 2. Salt water ferry services 
(generally, mixed transports are forbidden; but also here - there are existing exemptions for waters like wadden sea). 3. 
Weather conditions (in case of worse visibility on account of fog, rain or snow, the transport of dangerous goods is only 
allowed under special conditions.  
 
Inimitable for the Dutch Army is the own inspection and enforcement organisation (authority). This organisation is composed 
of 10 officials. Annually around 2'800 controls. A breach of regulations in 6,5 % of all cases. The authority contains the 
following points: 1. Admittance to all premises in entourage of an expert, if it's necessary; 2. Search of all vehicles and ships; 
3.Testing of goods and collecting of spot checks; 4. Measures in interest of safety (stop of transport, squire of a vehicle to 
the destination, repacking); 5. Drivers are required to reveal all information to the inspectors in case of a control.  
 
Norway 
The Norwegian Army works together with a civilian consulting company in matters like safe guarding of cargo and transport 
of dangerous goods. They developed a computer supported program about the subject of safe guarding of cargo. Financial 
problems boycotted this project. But now, Norway disposes about the perfect system called "LADOK". The program offers 
information about the following points:   
 

• Different transport types of freights;  
• Usage of lashing means and lashing methods;  
• Calculation program for the computation of lashing methods (also loos load);  
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• Technical standards of lashing means;  
• For drivers: an instruction for finding the optimal method for safe guarding of cargo regarding the type of 

goods;  
• Training program with test questions and examinations. 

 
LADOK based on the Norwegian Health- Environment and Safety legislation with accordance on EU standard 12195. The 
practical part is developed in team work of NDLO and a consulting company. For example this are exercises regarding 
fixation of different loads as well as positioning, carriers and safe guarding of cargo in unison with the European standards. 
LADOK disposes about backup proceedings including footage and videos. New lashing means and methods will be inte-
grated into LADOK. The program is also available on CD-Rom (actually only an English version).  
 
The focal point based on objective fact, that the system have to be easy in using and it has to support the user during his 
work (safe guarding of cargo). That means:  
 

• The number of different lashing means is reduced on a minimum. 
• Use of different lashing methods for variable freight. 
• Pictures and videos illustrate, how safe guarding of cargo has to be made.  
• Easier printing of safety guidelines of all types of load. 
• A summary of all information regarding safe guarding of cargo in on program under consideration of all factors. 
• Basic in case of controls by the police.  
• Simple system for private study.  

 
 
Sweden 
Transport of dangerous goods - Swedish Army abide the following guidelines: 
 
1.  Sea transport (IMDG = International sea transport of dangerous goods) 
2.  Rail transport (RID = Règlement concernant le transport international ferroviaire des marchandises dangereuses)  
3.  National road transport (military regulations) 
     A-Transport = Transport of dangerous goods, except of training and exercises; analogue ADR. 
     B-Transport = Transport of dangerous goods, during training end exercises; deviations from ADR. 
4.  International road transport 
     To and from order country = totally dependence on ADR  
     In order country - and/or in country of action = military regulations can only utilised so long like they don't get in conflict 

with the legislation in home country or with other agreements like Memorandums of Understanding (MOU). 
5.  Air transport (ICAO-TI = Technical guidelines for the air transport of dangerous goods; class 2-9 / RLM = Regulation 

about the transport of dangerous goods of class 1 - explosive substances and objects). This regulations are based on 
NATO guidelines.  

 
IMDG and ICAO-TI are worldwide valid. ADR and RID are European regulations.  
 
Safe guarding of cargo: Depending of the type of transport, different accelerating forces take effect on load. A CEN stan-
dard, wherewith we can calculate accelerating forces during road-, railroad and sea transport, is in state of development. By 
all types of good transport units (container, surfaces, trailers) packed with dangerous goods, which are supposed to the sea 
transport, a packing certificate or a vehicle declaration have to be available. This certificate has to be signed by a packing 
representative. It gives a guarantee for a tidy and safe loading of goods. The consequences are subdivided in different cate-
gories: 1. Injured persons and environment. 2. Damages on vehicles, ships and transport units. 3. Material damages. 4. 
Economic consequences.  
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Switzerland 
Transport of dangerous goods: Legally binding basic it the civilian legislation in accordance with ADR. To regulate the 
particularities in Switzerland, the regulation about the transport of dangerous goods on roads (SDR) was been created. SDR 
manages national deviations from ADR (for example passages through tunnels) as well as exceptions for administration 
personal which is driving vehicles with military signage. Particularities for military vehicle types, which do not exist in civilian 
(panzers, panzer howitzers) are regulated in the state statutory order about the military road traffic (VMSV). Legal rules like 
ADR, SDR and VMSV are dedicated to the cascade principle.  
 
In contrast to the past, where only tank lorry drivers get the training in the area of transport of dangerous goods, since 
01.01.2004, all military drivers get this training. SDR is basic for producers, senders and receivers of dangerous goods as 
well as producers and users of packing like tanks or transport means for the transport of dangerous goods. In national road 
traffic, ADR rules are valid. VMSV is basic for vehicles, drivers and pedestrians, which are in salaried service or which are 
campaigned for the implementation of troop tasks, (immediate beside the road or in frame of a military action as well as 
riding-, draught and pack animals).  
 
VMSV is divided in three parts: 
 

1. Part 1 is undergone by the state approval obligation because, the state has undersigned; 
2. Appendix 1 define the military rules concerned ambit and applicableness, transport restrictions of civilian instances 

as well as built- and testing rules for packing and tanks; 
3. Appendix 2 regulates the classification, labelling and special guidelines. 
 

Concerned military actions, in foreign, the following basic is valid: Swiss law is following Swiss soldiers. With other words, 
also in foreign don't exist special regulations concerned Swiss law. 
 
The Federal Bureau of Roadways (ASTRA) is member in European ADR Commission. A good team work between the rep-
resentatives for dangerous goods of MOD and the Federal Bureau of Roadways. The Command of driving education in the 
Army is responsible for the training in MOD and also for the training of instructors. European norm of training and total ac-
cepted in civilian. Military training so civilian like possible and sonly so military like necessary. In this case, the certification 
for the transport of dangerous goods is the same like in civilian. For training, Switzerland disposes about the following 
means: 
 

• Computer supported training CUA 
• Regulations 
• Instructions for training 
• Practical training on object 

 
All new vehicles are totally equipped with the necessary ADR material. This also concerned the safety rules like batteries, 
harnessing and much more. No difference concerned the civilian vehicles. Both types have the same approval certifications. 
By older vehicles, the Swiss Army made a cost-, profit and risk analyse. The fundamental question is: Under which condi-
tions vehicles can be used for the transport of dangerous goods. The replacement procurement wasn't possible. The costs 
were too high. A scrapping was not possible. Reason was the necessary mobility. The Swiss Army searched a pragmatic 
and cost neutral solution. In understanding with the Federal Bureau of Roadways, the decision was the following: No new 
equipment for the old vehicle generation by mean of a passage appointment. This special appointment is regulated in VMSV 
under article 91. The transports are coordinated by the transport department of MOD. They have the order to use only ADR 
equipped vehicles for the transport of dangerous goods. Not until before we exhausted all means, article 91 is coming in 
force.  
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Safety rules concerned tunnels are valid for all traffic users, independent of parentage and independent if civilian or military. 
Look at the codes of behaviour on foil 16 of report. SDR regulate also here the specialities. The necessary papers are to 
carry along all the time (control instances). 
 
Safe guarding of cargo: The centre of our endeavours is, to train military drivers to responsible road users. The legislation 
means in an unmistakable way, that drivers have to take over the full responsibility for the own actions. To avoid heavy 
accidents, drivers have to know the vehemence of switching load. They have to take time, for safe guarding of cargo in a 
competent way, they have to control the freight and they have to pass on the speed limit to the facts of load.  
 
Basic for the training concerned safe guarding of cargo is the civilian legislation. The rules are the same in military and civil-
ian. After the absolved training, military drivers have to pass the civilian theory exam and the practical exam. Then, drivers 
get the military and civilian driving licence. Till 2000, the Swiss Army trained safe guarding of cargo in a step motherly way. 
There were no suppositions for a serious training, because the vehicles were too old or they don’t dispose about the neces-
sary safety means. Not the statistics were responsible for the upheaval in the area of safe guarding of cargo. The Army had 
fortune - and we had no heavy accidents due to mangling safe guarding of cargo. It was the discernment to work preventive 
and to forestall heavy fates on one side and the new generation of vehicles on the other side. The acceptance of training is 
high by drivers. They implement the discernment without an invitation. Civilian instances tolerate and accept the training. 
High praise concerned quality and effect. Nevertheless, it's valid: "If you don't want to be stationary, you have to be on 
search for emendations. Anytime, you can enhance yourself for the accidents prevention".  The following mean are really 
important for the accidents prevention in Swiss Army: 
 

• Military/civilian compatible training, that means, so less military exceptions like possible 
• Good theoretical and practical basic training by military driving instructors 
• Repetition to the beginning of military service and refresher courses for administration personal 
• Controls by relatives of cadres; exertion of influence on activities and events 
• Unannounced controls by military safety bodies 
• Obligatory refresher courses all 5 years 
• ADR/SDR News - Information brochures 
• Protective equipment  

 
 

2. Finances 
 
The experience displays us that cost for the organisation of a congress will increase from year to year. That’s the reason for 
the motion of Vice President, to exalt the Congress fees about Euro 50 and to make accountancy (respectively a till).  
 

The Committee decided to exalt the Congress fees on Euro 200 per participant as of 2006. 
 
 
3. Targets of  ECRAF - Experiences and future 

 
Experiences 
• The quality of work is increasing;  
• Good ideas and methods of resolution to lower the number of accidents. Oftentimes the financial means are 

missing and a conversion is not possible; 
• Members can profit of the experiences of other Armed Forces. 
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Future 
• Conversations between meetings to clarify open questions between the Congresses;  
• To intensify the team work;  
• Clear campaigns and steps as basic for the work in the follow-up year after the finishing of a Congress. We 

have to specify and substantiate the output; 
• Members wishes more statistics and a permanent information platform;  
• The rating of ECRAF within the Armed Forces should be higher. This is possible with working out of con-

crete and efficient campaigns;  
• To make arrangements for more than one year;  
• Clear management of finances;  
• ECRAF has to refine. Works on higher level also relating internet contributions;  
• Possibly, a series of meetings after the Congresses for post processing of open points;   
• Each soldier is at the same time civilian. So we have to summarise civilian and military aspects. 

 
 

4. Place, time and subject of the next Congress 
 

The next Congress in 2006 will be organised by our colleagues from Sweden. The President sent his words of thanks about 
this offer to the Swedish delegation. The Congress will be held from 14th - 16th September 2006. More information will 
succeed (check the Web-Site ECRAF). 
 
The subject of the Congress 2006 is still open. subsequent you find a list with possible subjects. The secretariat will make a 
survey. You have to inform the secretariat about you decision till 11/30/2005. End decision by host country. 
 

• Reversing 
• Accidents with motorcycles 
• Specifications of licences / Training in homeland 
• Tiredness (Drugs / Alcohol) 
• Personal transport 
• Others 

 
The minutes were written in German language. We translated them later into Congress languages. 
 
Berne, 19 October 2005 


